NEVEON Media Information:
NEVEON management change –
Jürgen Kleinrath is the new CEO
Vienna/Kremsmünster, 6 July 2022 – Upon this Wednesday’s announcement of changes to
the management of NEVEON, Greiner’s foam group, Axel Kühner (the CEO of Greiner AG,
NEVEON’s parent company) stated that, “We have thus taken important decisions for the future.” In fact, Jürgen Kleinrath (49) actually assumed the sole management of NEVEON on 1
July 2022, having previously acted as NEVEON’s Chief Commercial Officer. In this capacity,
together with the Greiner AG CEO, Axel Kühner, for the past three months he served as an interim co-CEO in a dual management role, which was instituted in mid-March this year after the
post of NEVEON CEO became vacant. On 30 June 2022, Axel Kühner withdrew from operative
business and Jürgen Kleinrath was appointed as NEVEON’s single CEO.
Jürgen Kleinrath (49) has an EMBA degree from the Donau-Universität Krems in Austria and
disposes over a wealth of experience in a diversity of industries, that extends from energy to
paper and foam, and also includes coating, packaging and printing inks. Greiner CEO, Axel
Kühner, “Jürgen Kleinrath is an outstanding individual and a fantastic manager. And as the former CEO of Eurofoam, he also knows NEVEON’s foam business better than almost anyone. All
of this has convinced me that Jürgen Kleinrath is the right person to develop NEVEON into a
world-leading integrated foam company.” Jürgen Kleinrath is also clearly delighted by his appointment, “The nomination as the NEVEON CEO undoubtedly represents a milestone in my life
and fills me with both pride and gratitude. At the same time, I am conscious of the fact that this
new assignment also represents a major responsibility. Therefore, I wish to express my thanks
for the trust placed in me and offer an assurance that I will constantly employ all of my energies
and passion for the success of our company.”

++++
About NEVEON
NEVEON is a leading, global, integrated foam company offering outstanding flexible and composite polyurethane
foams for a huge range of applications, from the comfort segment through the transportation sector to a limitless
variety of specialty applications. NEVEON is part of Greiner and with its products pursues the goal of contributing to
the enhancement of the quality of life worldwide. With 55 locations in 17 countries, the foam specialist guarantees
customer proximity, the shortest delivery times and top quality. In the 2021 business year, NEVEON generated sales
revenues of EUR 735 million and employed over 3,400 people. www.neveon.com
++++
About Greiner
Based in Kremsmünster, Austria, Greiner is a world-leading plastics and foam solutions company. With the three
operating divisions Greiner Packaging, NEVEON, and Greiner Bio-One, the company is at home in all manner of
industrial sectors. Established in 1868, the Group is now one of the leading foam producers and plastics processors
for the packaging, furniture, sports, and automotive industries as well as medical technology and the pharmaceutical
sector. In fiscal 2021, Greiner generated turnover of EUR 2.27 billion, and had over 11,000 employees at 129 sites in
33 countries. The CEO is Axel Kühner, and the CFO is Hannes Moser.
www.greiner.com
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